Back to Basics
The Trained Operator and Focused Intent
While the five functions of the radionic
instrument accurately summarize the basic
engineering behind a reputable device, it is
not possible to overstate the importance
of the role of the trained operator.
Remember that the even the finest Stradivarius
violin remains an inert hunk of wood and string
until it is taken up and played by a skilled
musician. Likewise, the radionic instrument
requires the guidance of the trained operator
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to shape the questions during the analysis, to
dowse for information and broadcast times,
and to make choices that will drive the research toward the desired outcomes.
At the heart of this effort is the focused intent, wherein the human mind acts as the
focusing lens for the universal living energy that defines our physical reality. It is
the mind of the operator that has the ability to provide and integrate information with this
energy – the radionic instrument merely serves as the mind-matter interface.
There are many example of the limitless power of focused intent that extend far
beyond the esoteric world of radionics. Anyone who has seen the power of prayer or the
impact of positive thinking has seen focused intent in action, applied through the same
mechanism that the ancient Kabbalah1 describes as the birth of physical reality from
“limitless divine energy”.
This mystical idea is completely supported by the observations of Colonel Tom Bearden,
one of the world’s premiere free energy physicists. He has described the physical process
by which the mass of the atomic nucleus can be charged up with a dynamically structured
biopotential – a process he calls “kindling”.2 It is through this process that a thought that
is defined within the mind may be transformed into a tangible object. Such is the process
by which the trained operator employs the radionic instrument to pre-engineer
physical reality by tapping into the boundless gulf of universal energy at the null point
before linear time and physical space exist.
While the focused intent of the trained operator plays a pivotal role in the successful use of
a radionic instrument, it is essential that the processes of amplification and
broadcast of the scalar signal take place independently of the actions of the
operator. This is in contrast to the “wish boxes” and diagrammatic (paper) radionic
devices that are in circulation, which act only as tools for focusing intent while relying on
the operator to serve as the conduit for the energy that is necessary to bring about tangible
changes in the energetic state of the subject. Very few individuals have either the training
or discipline required to safely maintain a continuous state of focused intent and energy
transfer. For the layman to do so is to risk burnout, premature aging and worse. In
contrast, a reputable radionic instrument does the work of scalar energy transmission,
allowing the researcher to disengage from the process with no personal energy required.
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